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Spanish Hip-Hop with an L.A Underground flava... 10 MP3 Songs LATIN: Latin Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: West

Coast Rap Details: DeCal stands for De California, "From California" for those Spanish impaired. This is

DeCal's Underground Spanish Hip-Hop CD that was never released to the public. All previous recordings

have been in English, you might have heard the name Thee EVP a.k.a Tha Project. Since Latin Rap or

Spanish Hip-Hop is getting so big in the States, especially in the West Coast, Tha Project decided to

unleash their brand of Hip-Hop to these Spanish listeners, given that they also spoke the language. The

outcome was a strictly Underground Spanish Hip-Hop CD that embraces Mexican cultural instruments 

sounds and mixes them with more modern Hip-Hop kicks, drums, bass and of course sound-effects. This

CD is written in Spanish but the beats are global, regardless; whether you understand Spanish or not,

you'll be groovin to these up-tempo danceable tracks. Cuentame is the first track and it sets the tone for

the CD, not only does DeCal address party themes, drugs  sex but they also like Tha Project has done in

many of their recordings, they unleash a verbal (lyrical) hazing on all Spanish rappers who claim to bring

it but aren't bringing make (nada) to the table. Many rappers have attempted this genre of music because

they felt the English market was impossible to penetrate without money and they're probably right but

then they release some half-ass crapy production with mediocre lyrics and they wonder why English

labels thought of them as a joke, not artists. We represent the way Tha Project only knows how,

Hard-Core, explicit to the bone...with bangin melodic beats but this time around, we're droppin Spanish

Hip-Hop lyrics...ENJOY. To listen to our latest Spanish Hip-Hop release titled FRIO (cold), visit

decalmusic.net, one. De California...
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